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The 6 Metre Class - Vane and Radio

Background

Eleven European nations came together in the 
early 1900s to design a yacht racing rule which, 
in essence had two objects: to produce more 
seaworthy vessels than the extreme yachts then 
in fashion, and to provide a means by which 
similar yachts could race together without 
complex handicapping.  The International Rule, 
which we might know as the Metre Rule, was 
successfully launched in 1906 in time for the 
development of 6 and 12 Metre yachts for the 
1908 Olympics.

The formula on which the rule was based allowed for a 
trade-off between displacement, sail area waterline length 
and a number of other factors, and resulted in boats of 
similar size and sail area in a number of Metre Classes 
including 5M, 5.5M, 6 M, 10M and the 12M (well known 
from modern America’s Cup boats), all of which could race 
together in their respective Metre Classes.

The original rule makers recognised that the rule would 
need tweaking over the years and it is on the third version 
of 1933-1939 rule that our modern model 6 Metre yachts 
are based.  

The Vane 6 Metres
Model makers took up the 6 Metre rule and produced 
beautiful scale yachts which in the way of things were 
vane sailed and could, for example, be seen at Hampton 
Court or on the Round Pond in the ‘20s. The rating rule 
based on 1 2/3 inches to the foot relates to the 6 Metre 
model described in the rest of this article, and should not 
be confused with the Yachting Monthly 6 Metre Class 
(later to become the familiar “A“ Class) which is built to a 
somewhat different formula.

“Joyce” drawn for Marine Models. An early 6M. 

(Curiously the instructions allow for 2lb of crew weight to be added.) 

Courtesy Martin Bandey VMYG

Vane 6Ms are currently in double fi gures, mainly at 
Vintage Model Yacht Group events, and the vane class is 
enjoying a revival. Bournville are planning more. Plans for 
vane boats are available (see below) and the princaple 
difference between vane and radio boats is the addition of 
a skeg and rudder to the vane hull instead of the balanced 
rudder used by radio skippers.

From Vane to Radio
The earliest Radio 6 Metres were conversions of vane 
boats and it was not until the late 80s that a Radio 6 Metre 
Owners Association was formed on the initiative of Bill 
Green, Mike Ewart and Bill Akers.  At that time there were 
few radio boats and match racing was the usual format.  
However the radio fl eets grew, particularly in the Midlands 
and Scotland and modern fl eet racing began.  

The Class Today
Today the principal fl eets are at Bournville, Broads and Lee 
Valley with additional boats sailed as a class at Clapham 
and at the Paisley and Greenock Clubs, and elsewhere. 
Radio 6M Dolphins, also built to the same rule, are sailed 
at Southwater Dabblers.  Some twenty to thirty of these 
elegant craft are active.  Handling them is more akin to 
full size practice, requiring that power is kept on during 
the tacks and good forward thinking is essential.  Designs 
such as the John Taylor Drisky, and the Graham Bantock 
Renaissance and Rococo came to the fore in the recent 
Nationals (see page 20)
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The design Formula
What follows is a much simplified introduction to the rule. The formula looks like this:

Rating  =  L + 2d - F + √S   + Penalties
2.37

Where  L = length overall as defined, d is the difference between skin girth and chain girth 
F= freeboard, also as defined, and S=Sail Area. 

This equation (when Penalties have been taken into account) results in a figure less than 833mm.  It is a fascinating design 
study, but clearly one where technical advice is essential and budding designers should get in touch with Bill Green who 
was the technical Secretary of the Class Association. The class is now administered by the MYA as a local class.   
Full details of the rule are to found in the Members’ Area of the MYA web site at www.mya-uk.org.uk  by clicking on 
Technical Documents, then National Classes, and by following the links to the MYA National 6 Metre Class

Oberon, In 1961 Ron 

Harris had a fibreglass 

mould taken off his 1930’s 

6 Metre Ethel originally 

designed and built by W 

H Davey. Six hulls were 

moulded and the first was 

Oberon. She and her sister 

ship Titania both won the  

6 Metre Nationals on 

various occasions. 

Photo Graham Reeves.

To summarise
The rule produces similar boats of different designs each currently displacing about 12 Kg (26lb) 
and setting around 1000-1150 square inches of sail on an over-all length around 60 inches.   
There are no limitations on materials. The majority of modern boats have carbon hulls and spars, 
but some successful boats are planked. There are a number of designs which are suitable for 
planked hull construction (see next page) and retain the classical elegance of the class.

Mike Shillington’s 

Rococo winning this 

year’s Nationals
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The 6 Metre Class 

Hulls
The Renaissance mould is available to a commercial 
concern and anyone interested should contact Graham.  
Sails etc www.sailesetc.com

The John Taylor designed Drisky is available from Damian 
Ackroyd. Contact Damian by email at  2fi shies@o2.co.uk

Plans
Of the Graham Bantock designs, the lines plan of 
Renaissance is available from Sailsetc at £15.00 (July 
2009) and is suitable for the building of a planked hull 
in experienced hands. Sailsetc will also provide sails and 
fi ttings as required. 

Other radio designs which are suitable for home building 
include the Force 6 by Adrian Brewer available through 
Marine Modelling International. Plan No MAR 2395 and 
the 6T6 Plan also by Adrian Brewer, No MAR 2322.  
http://www.marinemodelmagazine.com Click on Plans in 
the right hand column and follow the links.

Plans of mainly of older vane boats are available to MYA 
members, through the Vintage Model Yacht Group.  
Contact the Editor of “Turning Pole”, Martin Bandey at 
martinbandey@aol.com.  Martin makes a smallish charge to 
cover printing, postage and a small donation to VMYG.

Sails and fi ttings
Sails and fi ttings are also available from PJ Sails, 
Housemartin Sails, BG Sails and Nylet amongst others all 
of whom may be contacted through their advertisements 
in the current MYA Yearbook

Books
“A Manual of Yacht Designs.” John Lewis
“Yacht Designs 1991-2002” John Lewis
Both books are available through Sailsetc

Class Information
Full size:  British International 6 Metre Class Association 
http://www.6mr.org.uk/
Model: Bill Green; MYA Formerly Secretary of the 6 Metre 
Owners’ Association at
 bill_green@blueyonder.co.uk
The Class holds an annual National Championship and 
there is a report of the 2009 Championship on page 20

This article was prepared with the grateful thanks to 
Bill Green and Graham Reeves.

A full report on the Radio 6 M Championships at 
Bournville appears on page 20

Obtaining a 6M

Mike Shillington’s Rococo by Graham Bantock

Bill Green’s Renaissance by Graham Bantock

Damian Ackroyd’s Drisky by John Taylor

Bill Green’s Renaissance

Drisky sailed by Neil Rothwell
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